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H.  Guyford stever

October 24, 1916–April 9, 2010

By  t .  kennetH fowler

after a distinguished Career of serviCe in academia, govern-
ment, and industry, Guy stever died on april 9, 2010, 

at his home in Gaithersburg, maryland. He was 9�. during 
1965-1976, he served as president of carnegie tech, then 
carnegie-mellon university; director of the national science 
foundation; and science adviser to Presidents nixon and ford. 
He was a member of section �1 of the national academy of 
sciences, elected in 197�, having already been elected to the 
national academy of engineering in 1965. He was awarded 
the national medal of science in 1991.

i knew Guy best when i served with him on the fusion 
Policy advisory committee of 1990, which played an important 
role in enabling Princeton finally to conduct experiments 
with tritium that yielded the first definitive demonstration of 
controlled fusion power, in 199�. Guy was chair, a frequent 
role for him after his years in the white House. Just the 
year before, in 1989, he had completed a far more difficult 
assignment as chair of a panel overseeing booster-rocket 
redesign following the challenger disaster. this panel was 
convened through the national research council in response 
to a recommendation of the rogers commission, which was 
investigating the explosion of the challenger space shuttle, 
which killed all onboard. in a scathing report pinpointing 
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both technical and management issues, the commission 
advised external oversight of booster redesign. Guy accepted 
the chair position at the urging of then president of the nae, 
robert white. the school teacher who had won a seat on 
the challenger had been a student at carnegie-mellon when 
Guy was president, and his son Guy Jr., also a teacher, had 
been a contestant. after �0 months of hard work on what was 
to have been a two-month assignment, Guy’s panel had the 
pleasure of witnessing the successful test: a full two-minute 
burn on the ground as required for an actual launch. the 
panel had insisted upon this test and other measures, over 
protests from nasa officials.

the white House years, the challenger panel and all of 
Guy’s career activities are thoroughly and candidly described 
in his memoir, in War and Peace (2002). this book should be 
must-reading for anyone contemplating becoming involved 
in advising the government on science. i have drawn heavily 
on Guy’s memoir in writing the present memoir. unless 
otherwise noted, quotes are from his memoir. Guy’s career 
of service in science is even more thoroughly documented 
in material he donated to the Gerald r. ford library in ann 
arbor, michigan. the donation consists of “96 linear feet, 
192,000 pages,” for which a detailed inventory is available 
on the internet. the collection covers the years 19�6 to 
1990, including even undergraduate class material at colgate 
university and graduate work at caltech. His official records 
as president of carnegie-mellon are at the university. other 
files are at the national science foundation and the u.s. 
air force.

Guy stever’s life is an american success story shaped by 
world ii, the cold war, and a love of and respect for science. 
He was born on october 2�, 1916, in corning, new york, 
home of the corning Glass works. in his memoir he recalls 
the summer day in 19�5 when, as an 18-year old college 
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student, he began work on a 2-to-11 shift at corning, only 
to find workers desperately trying to prevent a flooding river 
from damaging the immense glass casting for the 200 inch 
telescope for the mount Palomar observatory.

the Palomar mirror helped draw Guy to science. 

science came into my life first in its purest form when as a young boy i saw 
the leaders of the california institute of technology come to my hometown 
to watch the casting of the mount Palomar mirror. in the 19�0’s, as i walked 
through the wreckage of wartime london, i saw science in quite a different 
way, as central to the desperate struggle to survive.

these two themes—a love of science and service to 
country—would define Guy’s career as scientist. By his own 
choosing his early ambition to be a professor was derailed by 
world war ii. after a good start in the corning high school, 
Guy entered nearby colgate university in 19��, with the 
help of a modest scholarship and $200 saved from a paper 
route. early in his liberal arts studies at colgate, when worn 
out by a janitorial night job, Guy received his first d on an 
exam, in math. encouraged by his professor’s “you can do 
it,” he bounced back to an a for the course, enjoyed the 
broadening experience of philosophy and religion classes, 
and graduated summa cum laude with a major in physics. 
then to caltech in 19�8, where, he learned later, accepting 
a graduate student from colgate had been considered “a 
shot in the dark.” in just three years under thesis adviser 
victor neher, Guy completed two publishable thesis projects 
(19�0, 19�1), each worth a Ph. d. one of these projects, 
concerning measurements of the new cosmic-ray-generated 
“mesotrons” (muons), took Guy and a fellow graduate student 
on a treacherous mule expedition into the High sierra. 
immersing their electroscopes in lake water to compensate 
for different degrees of muon absorption led to an inge-
nious scheme to make measurements in lakes at different 
altitudes, the last at 1�,000 feet. despite a severe storm and 
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a boat mishap that dumped equipment into lake tulainyo, 
they succeeded, eventually drawing attention from robert 
oppenheimer who spent an afternoon at caltech coaching 
Guy on what to look for.

it was his thesis adviser, victor neher, who helped lure 
Guy to the new mit radiation laboratory to work on radar. 
this was a turning point in Guy’s career, forcing him to 
turn down an appointment in the Physics department at 
stanford.

Had times been normal,” he says, “i would have leaped at the stanford of-
fer to start a career in physics in an outstanding department. However, my 
strong desire to defeat nazism turned me to the rad lab. Professor i. i. rabi 
of columbia university came through cal tech to lecture and to recruit 
for the rad lab, dropping by my research room to convince me to go east. 
But convincing wasn’t necessary…i boarded a santa fe train for the east, 
stopping in corning. i didn’t stay long. i had to start work.

the trek to mit soon led Guy to his first involvement with 
the government. a photograph on the cover of his memoir 
shows a very young Guy stever, superimposed on an id card 
as H. Guyford stever, civilian, technical observer, card no. 
�00. this concerned an assignment that eventually led to his 
participation in the normandy invasion, as an observer to 
learn what the Germans had done. in england and europe 
he was immersed in radar but also the growing interest in 
guided missiles.

like every step in his long and productive career, Guy’s 
overseas assignment in world war ii came from excellent 
work recognized by others. He had spent two years working 
on radar at the rad lab, 19�1-19�2. Guy describes radar as 
a British gift, in reference to their invention of the cavity 
magnetron that generates microwaves by electrons spinning 
in a magnetic field, like the device now widely used in kitchen 
“microwaves.” it was sharing the magnetron with the united 
states that prompted creation of the rad lab, which like the 
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atom bomb would attract so many brilliant people to war 
work. it was one of these people, lee dubridge, director 
of the rad lab, who asked Guy if he would be interested 
in joining the london mission of the office of scientific 
research and development (osrd) as radar liaison with 
the British. still single, Guy accepted, “to get nearer to the 
real war.” on his first day in london he could hear bombing 
and antiaircraft fire, despite no sirens; even then, German 
bombers were evading British radar by flying low up the 
thames. this was 19��, a turning point in the war. it was also 
the beginning of v-1 “buzz-bombs,” which brought urgent 
attention to the use of guided missiles. during a work trip 
to the united states in 19��, Guy was already being asked to 
brief and then advise the director of osrd vannevar Bush 
on guided missiles.

Guy participated in the active investigation of abandoned 
military sites and gear wherever the allies succeeded in 
pushing back the German lines in europe. to do this he and 
another colleague were flown to france about 20 days after 
d-day. He enjoyed telling the story about his “capture” by 
German troops in a french town with a large radar control 
center, thought to be held by the free french but actu-
ally filled with German soldiers who took the americans to 
their leader. when the american colonel in charge finally 
realized that the German commander simply wanted to 
surrender, there were schnapps toasts all around. there 
were also depressing moments later when they discovered 
in Germany an abandoned underground v-bomb factory 
manned by slave labor, 20,000 having perished by starvation, 
fatigue, or execution.

Guy was 28 years old when he returned to mit in 19�5. 
soon after, he married adelaide louise risley floyd, nick-
named “Bunny,” on June 29, 19�6, and “began two decades 
of the happiest, most productive, most rewarding part of my 
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life.” when Guy returned from europe, vannevar Bush asked 
him to join the washington office of osrd. Guy explained 
that “i really want to get on the faculty of a research university 
and spend my life as a professor.” Bush helped him do just 
that, with a call that netted him a research job at mit in the 
applied Physics laboratory, as executive officer of the new 
Project meteor funded by the navy. in the spring of 19�6 
he was also made assistant professor in the department of 
aeronautical engineering.

Project meteor was Guy’s first immersion into laboratory 
research on guided missiles, a field that would dominate 
much of his life. By 19�7 this work had also involved him as 
a “planning consultant” on guided missiles reporting to the 
research and development Board, a federal agency created 
under the national security act of 19�7. all this took away 
from his academic duties, and Guy desperately wanted to 
become a “genuine university professor.” when he sought 
advice, his mentor Jay stratton warned him of the challenges 
of rejoining academia after so many years since his Ph. d. 
But he did it, with characteristic success, starting in 19�8 not 
in physics but in his new field of aeronautical engineering. 
By 1951 he was made associate professor of aeronautical 
engineering; then professor in 1956; and finally, in 1961, 
a department chair. at the urging of Jay stratton, by then 
president of mit, he was appointed chair of two departments 
simultaneously, the department of mechanical engineering 
and the department of naval architecture and marine engi-
neering. among Guy’s many engineering students at mit 
were two astronauts Buzz aldrin, who went to the moon, and 
rusty schweikert. He also continued to advise government 
and industry, briefly as chief scientist of the air force during 
a sabbatical year, 1956-1957.

Guy’s academic career culminated in his appointment 
as president of the carnegie institute of technology in 
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Pittsburgh in 1965, and the merger of carnegie tech with 
the mellon institute to create carnegie mellon university 
in 1967. Guy continued as president for seven years, finally 
leaving to enter government service in 1972, as the director 
of the national science foundation. during his tenure, he 
engineered the merger that broadened carnegie tech into a 
university on the model of caltech and mit; he helped bring 
space-age industry to Pittsburgh; and he weathered student 
turbulence over the vietnam war without serious incident. 
the first “green” building on the carnegie mellon campus, 
built in 200�, was renamed stever House in 2008.

the focal point of Guy stever’s later career was his years 
in washington as director of the national science founda-
tion from 1972 to 1976. lee dubridge had first approached 
Guy about taking this assignment in 1969, but he turned it 
down to continue his obligations at carnegie mellon. Guy 
did accept an appointment to the national science Board, 
the governing body of nsf. this was his first nonmilitary 
work for the government. His usual excellent performance 
in helping strengthen nsf programs in engineering research 
and applied science caught the attention of ed david of 
Bell labs, then head of the white House office of science 
and technology. after a visit to see david in June 1971, Guy 
finally accepted the nsf directorship nomination. He was 
appointed by President nixon on november 15, 1971, and 
reported for work in february 1972.

in his memoir Guy gives a thoughtful analysis of his time 
at nsf, which included a disenchantment with science by 
the nixon administration, watergate, and the transfer of 
power to President ford. since its establishment by President 
truman in 1950, the purposes of nsf had been a point of 
contention. at one extreme was vannevar Bush’s vision in 
his monumental 19�5 report Science, the Endless Frontier; at the 
other was working scientists’ desire for an unfettered grants 
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agency. Bush had wanted a broad nsf mandate to organize 
government funding of science in america, modeled on his 
own wartime success with the office of scientific research 
and development. many grant seekers were more interested 
in a place to fund their individual ideas.

i learned a lot about nsf in the year and a half i was on the board before 
i became director. i learned for example that any hope the foundation’s 
research program would focus entirely on fundamental work was short-
lived. nsf’s role in applied research became a hot topic in my two and a 
half months of “suspended animation” between my nomination and being 
sworn in…the biggest issue in my in-box when i arrived as director was the 

foundation’s role in applied research.

Given his background, Guy was especially well prepared 
to deal with these issues, while also steering nsf through 
exciting times for pure science, for example, the first solid 
evidence for tectonic plates and the discovery of hydroxyl 
radicals in the dust between stars. Guy also inherited stew-
ardship for the u. s. program in antarctica, leading to his 
visit to our south Pole research station, and a side trip to the 
soviet station, where he was given 10,000-year-old ice from 
core drillings to take back to washington. one of the snow 
mountains of antarctica is now named stever ridge.

Guy’s greatest challenge as nsf director was inheriting 
the additional job of science adviser to President nixon. this 
came about in a clash between nixon and the President’s 
science advisory committee, over antiballistic missiles and 
other matters, culminating in a final Psac meeting in 1972. 
“we’ve been fired,” declared committee member luis alvarez 
after the meeting. indeed, science had been “evicted” from 
the white House, as was confirmed on January 12, 197�, 
when treasury secretary George shultz informed Guy that 
the white House office of science and technology was to be 
abolished, all duties being transferred to nsf. some members 
of nsf’s national science Board approved, thinking they at 
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last had the mandate vannevar Bush had sought for nsf. 
Guy knew better.

i began to think of myself stuck in the middle of a large snowball rolling 
downhill out of control with arms and legs sticking out…[on] January 26, 
nixon publicly announced what was coming down, in his reorganization 
Plan no. 1 of 197�…i was close to shock that the congress swallowed the 
reorganization with little comment.

some members of congress were indeed upset that the 
science adviser no longer had direct access to the President, 
while others worried about nsf’s national security role 
inherited from the office of science and technology. in 
response, on July 10, 197�, nixon formally appointed Guy 
as science adviser. many thought the dual burden of science 
adviser and nsf director was untenable. “But it wasn’t all 
that complicated; i worked a lot harder, had many more 
appointments, and lots more problems on my daily agenda.” 
and he acquired a strong assistant director.

everything changed again after watergate, when “on a 
lovely day in may, President ford signed into law the national 
science and technology Policy, organization, and Priorities 
act of 1976. science was back in the white House.” despite 
attacks from conservative republican senators, on august 
12, 1976, after a “generous speech by the President,” vice 
President rockefeller swore Guy stever in as science adviser 
and director of the office of science and technology Policy. 
He was also still director of nsf, until october 1976.

even before Jimmy carter’s victory in november, Guy had 
decided to retire from government service, which he did as 
of inauguration day, January 20, 1977. “i sat in my empty 
office until shortly before noon, walked out of the office, 
handed in my badge, and left the building. it was over.” He 
was 60 years old and ready to apply his great experience 
in industry. over the next 12 years he served on the trw 
Board of directors and as a consultant to Bethlehem steel, 
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caterpillar, schering-Plough, and Goodyear. as in academia 
and government, he left his mark of excellence everywhere 
he went. He also became actively involved in the business of 
the national academies, including his stint as chair of the 
oversight panel for booster redesign mentioned at the begin-
ning of this memoir. He also chaired a technical assessment 
of President reagan’s strategic defense initiative for the 
congressional office of technology assessment in 1985. when 
he asked ota director Jack Gibbons, “why me?” Jack said 
Guy was the only person knowledgeable about such things 
who had not yet come out on the front page to announce 
his views. indeed, given the amount of controversy, Guy’s 
committee report was carefully evenhanded but did not 
hesitate to agree with the prevailing technical opinion that 
population defense against nuclear-armed intercontinental 
ballistic missiles “appears impossible to achieve.”

throughout i have referred to Guy by his nickname, 
his own preference when i knew him. Guy’s birth name 
was Horton Guyford stever. Horton stever was his paternal 
grandfather. the grandparents raised Guy and his sister in 
corning, both of their parents having died of tuberculosis 
when Guy was very young. a cousin’s well-to-do commodities-
broker husband, Guy P. ford, “was the reason for my unique 
middle name, Guyford, one that my parents thought would 
pay off in the long run. (unfortunately, the depression was 
part of the long run, so it didn’t.)”

when Guy entered colgate in the fall of 19��, his sister 
margarette, away at college and grandfather Horton were the 
only remaining members of his immediate family. marriage 
soon created Guy’s own family: a son Guy Jr. born in 19�7; 
then two daughters, sarah and margarette in 19�9 and 1952; 
and a second son, roy, in 195�. despite his busy life Guy 
was a devoted father. He and the family always experienced 
renewal together at the family compound in randolph, new 
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Hampshire. they called it cair Paravel, after a castle in a c. 
s. lewis novel, finally expanded to a 20 acre woodland after 
his wife, Bunny, inherited the property in 1961. for a time 
James B. conant, former president of Harvard, was a neighbor 
in randolph. Guy became an enthusiastic fly fisherman. a 
photograph in his memoir shows him in a colorado trout 
stream while being interviewed for tv. on becoming nsf 
director, Guy and Bunny moved to the washington area, 
where they remained until his death. for many years their 
home was in the Georgetown neighborhood, until finally the 
requirements of old age prompted a move to Gaithersburg, 
maryland, outside washington. Bunny died in 200�.

 among Guy’s later acts of public service, he was espe-
cially proud of the achievements of the carnegie commis-
sion on science, technology, and Government funded by 
the carnegie corporation of new york. Beginning in 1988 
Guy served on the carnegie commission for five years, along 
with 21 other members, including former President Jimmy 
carter. a collateral advisory group included former President 
Gerald ford. “the launch of the commission was a remark-
ably prescient act,” Guy writes, “in effect anticipating the 
end of the cold war. . . it was by far the most thorough and 
exhaustive examination of federal science and technology 
policy in all its dimensions since vannevar Bush did it virtu-
ally by himself in 19�5 with Science, The Endless Frontier.”

with characteristic modesty, at the end of his memoir 
Guy summed up his long and productive career this way.

a reporter for the Pittsburgh Press in a long story about me when i was Presi-
dent of carnegie mellon called me “the Happy warrior.” that was right, i 
think, even though there were occasions then and since when i was decid-
edly unhappy. But time has washed much of that away, and i can look back 
on my life “being in the game,” taking part and a few times even making 
a bit of the history of american science and technology in the twentieth 
century. i’m satisfied.
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